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Abstract
As we have known comprehensively since the early 1990’s works of Isham and Kuchař, The Problem of
Time mostly concerns interferences between its many facets. Having introduced the local facets in Articles I
to IV, we now show how Article I’s approach to Temporal Relationalism can be combined with Article II’s to
Configurational Relationalism. This requires reformulating some of the Principles of Dynamics to be Temporal
Relationalism implementing, a strategy which we follow through in each subsequent Article. All in all, around
half of the Principles of Dynamics needs to be rewritten to solve this noted, 50-year-old and hitherto unresolved
foundational problem. This stands as sufficient reason to render new resultant Principles of Dynamics – ‘TRiPoD’
– a significant and worthwhile development of the Principles of Dynamics. This amounts to taking Jacobi’s
action principle more seriously than Jacobi himself did, or any authors in between: to constitute a new starting
point for the entirety of the Principles of Dynamics is to be reworked. This can moreover be viewed as a mild
recategorization necessitated by the Problem of Time. While mathematically simple to carry out, it requires
quite a lot of conceptual developments, by which it is both prudent and useful exposition to present this first for
finite rather than Field Theoretic examples in the current Article. Article VI then extends this approach to Field
Theory and GR.
1 Introduction
In this fifth Article on the Problem of Time [9, 10, 7, 15, 22, 23, 24, 29, 38, 39, 41, 44, 45, 50, 47, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55],
we combine Article I’s Temporal Relationalism [1, 2, 16, 25, 39] and Article II’s Configurational Relationalism
[1, 2, 16, 39] for Finite Theories. As we have known comprehensively since Isham and Kuchař’s works [23, 24], The
Problem of Time mostly concerns interferences between its many facets, of which the current Article provides a first
classical-level instalment
This requires reformulating some of the Principles of Dynamics (PoD) to be Temporal Relationalism implementing:
TRiPoD (see also [37, 39, 47, 48]), a strategy which we follow through in each subsequent Article. All in all, we shall
see over Articles V to XIII that around half of the Principles of Dynamics needs to be rewritten to solve this noted,
50-year-old and hitherto unresolved foundational problem. This stands as sufficient reason to render new resultant
Principles of Dynamics – ‘TRiPoD’ – a significant and worthwhile development of the Principles of Dynamics. This
amounts to taking Jacobi’s action principle more seriously than Jacobi himself did, or any authors in between, i.e.
as a new starting point for the entirety of the Principles of Dynamics to be worked out from. This can moreover
be viewed as a mild recategorization necessitated by the Problem of Time. Whle mathematically simple to carry
out, it requires quite a lot of conceptual developments, by which it is both prudent and useful exposition to present
this first for finite rather than Field Theoretic examples in the current Article. Article VI subsequently extends this
approach to Field Theory and GR.
In outline, Sec 2 formulates TRi as a homothetic Tensor Calculus, whereas Sec 3 presents enough of TRiPoD for
unification with Configurational Relationalism. The combination of Temporal and Configurational Relationalism
is effectuated in Sec 4. Relational Particle Mechanics (RPM) examples are provided in Sec 5, including use of
Article II’s ‘back-cloth’ and introducing the Hopf–Dragt coordinates for scaled triangleland. Sec 6 finally provides
the heavy–slow to light–fast split, including classically foreshadowing of some of Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology’s
issues.
2 TRi is a homothetic tensor calculus
As we saw in Article I, the more advanced implementation of TRi – the geometrical dual of Manifestly Parametrization
Irrelevant implementation, rather than the Manifestly Reparametrization Invariant one – involves configuration-
change variables (Q,dQ).
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Structure 1 We now view dQ as a change covector [39], according it ‘change weight’ 1.
We use ‘change weights’ to moreover keep track of which standard Principles of Dynamics entities we replace with
TRi versions in forming TRiPoD.
These ‘change weights’ can furthermore be identified as a Z-valued version of the homothetic weights; these are a
subcase of the more widely known [14, 17] conformal weights. See Article XIV for an outline mathematical description
of homothetic tensors.
Structure 2 ‘Around half’ of the Principles of Dynamics entities we make use of are TRi scalars; this class of entities
is moreover not only large but containing many conceptually significant entities.
Tricolor Notation for the progression from the standard PoD to TRiPoD. We place TRi scalars in the centre of
our pictures of the evolution from standard PoD to TRiPoD, on a colourless background. We place objects that are
not TRi to the left on a blue background, and the objects that replace them as reflection images to the right on a
red background.
‘Tricolor notation’ is named after the French flag, which forms this pattern. The left, middle and right columns of
objects are moreover the TRiPoD’s three legs, bearing in mind that the middle leg is kept, whereas the left leg is to
be replaced with the right one. Such figures permit a quick tally of what proportion of the standard PoD is already
TRi and what pat needs replacing with TRiPoD, such as the ‘around half’ alluded to above.
This progression into TRiPoD done, it is occasionally further useful to depict just TRiPoD itself with further splitting
of the red column into classes by change weight. These are now centred on the white TRi-scalar leg; one of Article
XIII’s summary figures is of this kind.
2.1 Some major examples
So far, in Article I we saw that kinetic energy and Lagrangian are to be replaced by kinetic ds and Jacobi dJ arc
elements respectively; these are both change covectors. The first equality of (I.61) can moreover be read as these
two arc elements being simply interrelated by a conformal transformation.
The notion of action S itself remains invariant under these reformulations: it is a change scalar. It now moreover
has the formula
S =
∫
dJ . (1)
The definition of generalized momentum clearly needs some rewriting to attain TRi form, along the chain of refor-
mulations
P := ∂L
∂Q′
to P := ∂Lλ
∂Q˙
to P := ∂ dJ
∂ dQ , (2)
where dot is derivative with respect to tNewton, and dash is derivative with respect to λ. The first two are standard,
whereas the third is equivalent to the second by the ‘cancellation of the dots’ Lemma. It is the last of these expressions
that involves changes, though, being a ratio of such, momentum is itself a change scalar.
So, whereas TRi places a change weight upon each use of T(q), it leaves T∗(q) invariant. This matches up with
Hamiltonian variables being already-TRi, and Article VII extends this to phase space being already TRi, by showing
that the Poisson bracket is already-TRi. This begins to indicate the build-up of elsewise particularly significant
structures that so happen also to be already-TRi and thus carry over unmodified in forming TRiPoD.
The forms of E and H are immediately recognizable as elsewise well-known equations because Chronos is a change
scalar.
3 Further details of TRiPoD
Article I also provided TRi’s Jacobi–Mach equations of motion. These moreover admit three simplified cases, in
parallel to Sec I.3.2’s three for the standard PoD.
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1) Lagrange multiplier coordinates m ⊆ Q are such that dJ is independent of dm,
∂ dJ
∂ dm = 0 .
The corresponding Jacobi–Mach equation is
∂ dJ
∂m
= 0 . (3)
2) Cyclic coordinates c ⊆ Q are such that dJ is independent of c,
∂ dJ
∂c
= 0 , (4)
while still featuring dc: the corresponding cyclic differential.1 The corresponding Jacobi–Mach equation is
∂ dJ
∂ dc = const . (5)
3) The energy integral type simplification. dJ is independent of what was previously regarded as ‘the independent
variable t’, whereby one Jacobi–Mach equation may be supplanted by the first integral
dJ − ∂ dJ
∂ dQdQ = constant . (6)
Suppose further that the equations corresponding to 1)
0 = ∂ dJ
∂m
(Q¯,dQ¯,m) can be solved for m .
One can then pass from
dJ(Q¯,dQ¯,m) (7)
to a reduced
dJred(Q¯,dQ¯) : (8)
multiplier elimination.
Configuration–change space and configuration–velocity space are conceptually distinct presentations of the same
tangent bundle T(q). Formulation in terms of change dQ can furthermore be viewed as introducing a change
covector. This is in the sense of inducing ‘change weights’ to PoD entities, analogously to how introducing a conformal
factor attaches conformal weights to tensors. For instance, ds and dJ are change covectors as well. On the other
hand, S is a change scalar, i.e. already-TRi.
TRiPoD’s formulation of momentum is
P := ∂ dJ
∂ dQ , (9)
which is a change scalar as well.
3.1 Free end notion of space variation
Suppose a formulation’s multiplier coordinate m is replaced by a cyclic velocity c [32, 37] or a cyclic differential dc
[39, 40].
The zero right hand side of the multiplier equation is replaced by f(notion of space alone) in the corresponding cyclic
equation.
If the quantity being replaced is an entirely physically meaningless auxiliary, however, in the cyclic formulation, the
meaninglessness of its values at the end notion of space becomes nontrivial.
I.e. free end point variation – a type of variation with natural boundary conditions) [6, 5, 18, 4] – is the appropriate
procedure.2
1To avoid confusion, ‘cyclic’ in ‘cyclic differential’ just means the same as ‘cyclic’ in cyclic velocity. This is as opposed to it carrying
any Algebraic Topology connotations, such as ‘exact differential’ or ‘cycles’ – which in e.g. de Rham’s case are tied to differentials.
2To be clear, ‘free end’ here refers to free value at the end point rather than the also quite commonly encountered freedom of the end
point’s location.
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Such a variation imposes more conditions than the more usual fixed-end variation does: three conditions per variation,
∂ dJ
∂g
= dpg , alongside pg|end = 0 . (10)
Case 1) If the auxiliaries g are multipliers m, (10) just reduces to
pg = 0 , ∂J
∂m
= 0
and redundant equations. So in this case, the end point terms automatically vanish by applying the multiplier
equation to the first factor of each. This holds regardless of whether the multiplier is not auxiliary and thus
standardly varied, or auxiliary and thus free end notion of space varied. This is because this difference in status
merely translates to whether or not the cofactors of the above zero factors are themselves zero. The free end notion
of space subtlety consequently in no way affects the outcome in the multiplier coordinate case. This may account
for the above subtlety long remaining unnoticed.
Case 2) Suppose the auxiliaries g are considered to be cyclic coordinates c. Then (10) reduces to
pg|end−pt = 0 (11)
alongside
p˙g = 0 (or equivalently dpg = 0)
⇒ pg = C , invariant along the curve of notion of space . (12)
C(notion of space) is now identified as 0 at either of the two end notion of space (11). Since this is invariant along
the curve of notions of space, it is therefore zero everywhere.
So (12) and the definition of momentum give
∂L
∂c˙g
:= pg or equivalently ∂dJ
∂dcg = 0 .
Remark 1 In conclusion, the above free end point working ensures that the cyclic and multiplier formulations of
auxiliaries in fact give the same variational equation. Thus complying with Temporal Relationalism by passing from
encoding one’s auxiliaries as multipliers to encoding them as cyclic velocities or differentials is valid without spoiling
the familiar and valid physical equations.
Remark 2 A similar working [37] establishes that passage to the Routhian for an auxiliary formulated in cyclic
terms reproduces the outcome of multiplier elimination for that same auxiliary formulated in terms of multipliers.
3.2 TRi Legendre transformation
We next introduce Legendre transformations that interconvert changes dQ and momenta P .
Example 1) Passage to the d-Routhian
dR(Q¯,dQ¯,P c) := dJ(Q¯,dQ¯,dc)− P cdc . (13)
passage to the dRouthian furthermore requires being able to
solve const = ∂ dJ
∂ dc (Q¯,dQ¯,dc) as equations for the dc .
This is followed by substitution into (13). One application of this is the passage from Euler–Lagrange type actions
to the geometrical form of the Jacobi actions, now done without ever introducing a parameter; another is Section
II.6’s reduction procedure.
Example 2) Passage to the d-anti-Routhian,
dA(Q¯, P¯ ,dc) = dJ(Q¯,dQ¯,dc)− P¯ cdQ¯ . (14)
A subcase of this plays a significant role in the next Section.
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Example 3) Passage to the d-Hamiltonian,
dH(Q,P ) = PdQ− dJ(Q,dQ) . (15)
The corresponding equations of motion are now d-Hamilton’s equations
∂ dH
∂P
= dQ , ∂ dH
∂Q
= − dP . (16)
4 Combining Temporal and Configurational Relationalisms
4.1 Configurational Relationalism tailored to also fit Temporal Relationalism
Let us firstly consider g-Lie-drag-correcting our incipient Jacobi action’s
SMRIJ =
∫ √
2Wds(Q,dQ) (17)
label-velocities
Q˙ −→ Q˙−£gQ (18)
[16, 31]. This however spoils its Manifest Reparametrization Invariance property, since the dλ of integration cancels
with the d/dλ’s in the quadratic kinetic term, but not with the corrections.
We get round this first facet interference by using instead label-velocity representations
Q˙ −→ ◦c˙Q = Q˙−£c˙Q (19)
of the generators [32]. This succeeds in preserving Manifest Reparametrization Invariance, but shifts the auxiliary
g-variables’ PoD status from multipliers to cyclic coordinates. None the less, free end point value variation [37, 39]
ensures the outcome of varying with respect to the g-variables transcends this reformulation. Let us also identify
this ‘best-matched’ solution followed by substituting back into the original action as a Routhian Reduction [4].
To work with the geometrical action, moreover, we require [39] to Lie-drag-correct with g-auxiliaries that are them-
selves changes,
dQ −→ dgQ := dqI −£dgQ . (20)
Free end point value variation carries over. Our procedure now moreover involves not passage to the Routhian
but a TRi-variant thereof: passage to the dRouthian [46, 43]. Namely, elimination from the original action of the
properly-TRi Jacobi–Mach variables formulation’s cyclic differentials rather than of cyclic velocities in the usual
passage to the Routhian. Using this final method, we succeed in jointly incorporating Temporal and Configurational
Relationalism at the level of the action.
In greater generality, we need to adjust the g-act g-all Method’s g auxiliaries to be TRi-represented to jointly
incorporate Temporal and Configurational Relationalism.
Note finally that we need to iterate implementing Temporal and Configurational Relationalisms until consistency is
attained. This is represented by the loop in Fig 1.b).
A first reason for this is that finding an explicit tem in the presence of Lie-drag corrections requires prior elimination of
the g-auxiliary variables. This is clear from the dQ in its formula still carrying these corrections unless one substitutes
in the best-matched values for these, or, alternatively, starts afresh with the reduced action after performing this
elimination therein. The next subsection’s facet’s check provides a second reason.
4.2 Preliminary considerations
We now reach our first systematic combination of Problem of Time facets. Two preliminary considerations are as
follows.
Firstly, continuing from Article II’s discussion about Configurational Relationalism’s postulate i), at the level of
standard redundant presentations, the mechanical
MiIjJ = mIδijδIJ (21)
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is unsatisfactory through involving absolute space’s Euclidean metric: an extraneous spatial structure.
However, we show in Article VI that the GR counterpart succeeds in meeting this criterion.
Secondly, we rephrase Configurational Relationalism ii) to reflect that g more strictly acts not on q but on some
fibre bundle structure thereover, such as T(q) in the case of Best Matching. It additionally applies more generally
to further structures based upon q in the case of the wider range of examples covered by the g-act, g-all method.
This Section, moreover, mostly concerns various generalizations and reformulations of the Best Matching implemen-
tation we already encountered in Article II. We now extend this to general g and then render it TRi-compatible.
4.3 TRi Best Matching: General g
We next consider the detailed form taken by Best Matching.
TRi Best Matching 0) The incipient bare action can be thought of as a map
S : T(q)→ R . (22)
We now interpret the tangent bundle T(q) as a configuration–change space with a product-type Jacobi action
thereupon. We next pass to the ‘arbitrary g frame corrected’ PoD action by applying the basic infinitesimal group
action to the incipient bare S, obtaining
SR =
∫
dJ =
√
2
∫ √
W (Q)ds , (23)
ds := ||dgQ||M 2 = ||Q˙−
→
gg Q||M
2
. (24)
Remark 1 This g is to be suitably compatible with q in the sense of Sec II.5.2’s criteria A) to C).
Remark 2 A given (q,g) pair still constitutes a substantial ambiguity as regards which action S to consider
thereupon.
Remark 3 Relationalism does not highly uniquely control the form that Theoretical Physics is to take.
TRi Best Matching 1) We next extremize over g. This produces a constraint equation Shuffle of the form Lin,
which is linear in the momenta and also a change scalar.
Remark 4 The theory is then trivial if
trivial if c > k , (25)
inconsistent if c = k , (26)
and
relationally trivial if c = k − 1 . (27)
Since independent constraints use up at least 1 degree of freedom each,
c ≥ l + 1 (28)
is a guaranteed least stringent bound (the 1 arising from Chronos). I.e.
c = l + 1 ≥ k − 1 ⇒ k − l = dim(q)− dim(g) ≤ 2 (29)
already serves to invalidate theories.
Article VII shall moreover replace this rather crude bound with a tighter bound based on phase space geometry rather
than mere counting. This arises from considering brackets relations in addition to the group actions of generators
on (some fibre bundle over) q; groups are, of course characterized by generators and relations.
TRi Best Matching 2) The Machian variables (Q,dQ) form of this constraint is to be solved for the auxiliary
variables g themselves.
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The extremizing values solving this are, schematically,
dg = dgBM(Q,dQ) . (30)
The final extremized action is then
SBM(Q,dQ) = Sg-free = SCR(Q,dQ,dgBM) =: SCR(Q,dQ alone ) , (31)
using the dependence (30) in the final step.
TRi Best Matching 3) Substitute this solution back into the action; this is an example of Sec I.3.3’s multiplier elim-
ination. This produces a final g-independent expression that could have been arrived at as a direct implementation
of Configurational Relationalism ii).
Best Matching 4) We finally elevate this new action to serve as a new starting point.
Remark 5 Overall,
SRi := Sg-free = SBM := Edc∈g
(SCR(Q,dQ, g)dc) . (32)
The first symbol means ‘the Configurationally Relational PoD action’ (corresponding to the group action of g on
T(q) being physically irrelevant). This is alternatively known by the second symbol’s conceptual type: the g-
free PoD action. The third symbol is its Best matching implementation, and the final right-hand-side has further
computational contact.
Remark 6 Being a TRi resolution of Configurational Relationalism, we denote it with the subscript ‘Ri’ standing
for (Temporal and Configurational) Relationalism implementing: a 2-aspect implementing or 2-facet overcoming
structure.
Remark 7 (TRi) Best Matching 1), 2) and 4) can be viewed as searching for a ‘minimizer’, so as to establish
the minimum ‘incongruence between’ adjacent physical configurations. ‘Minimizer’, and indeed the ‘bestness’ of
Best Matching are moreover modulo the Calculus of Variations not guaranteeing that extremization yields either a
minimum or a unique answer.
Remark 8 These steps can also be viewed as a T(q)-level reduction procedure.3
Remark 9 We see that in practice that (TRi) Best Matching 2) is often an impasse.
Remark 10 Best Matching 1), 3) and 4) work out the same whether TRi or not, with 1) and 3)’s mathematical
procedures also unaffected by this.
Remark 11 Best Matching moreover involves probing with candidate generators of irrelevant motions, without yet
addressing the relations between the generators, which would complete the characterization of any given group. The
group relations part of Group Theory enters at a later stage, though consideration of the constraints that ensue and
whether Constraint Closure applies to these.
Remark 12 The Lie derivative can also be interpreted as a point identification map [21] between two adjacent space
slices, as opposed to a Lie dragging within a single such slice.
The Lie derivative applies due to continuous transformations being implemented; moreover all of those under con-
sideration happen to also be differentiable. These transformations form some subgroup
g ≤ Diff(abs) (33)
corresponding to
g ≤ Diff(abs) (34)
at the level of Lie algebras.
Remark 13 Let us also briefly comment on descriptions [48] of Best Matching that emphasize fibre bundles [28, 26]
rather than Lie derivatives. Consistency between the two is enhanced by the notion of Lie derivative continuing to
make sense within a fibre bundle context (see e.g. [12]).
3In this Series of Articles, and quite commonly in the Quantum Gravity literature, reduction usually involves taking into account just
linear constraints rather than the quadratic constraint as well.
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On the one hand, an advantage of the Lie derivative formulation is that it provides a specific form for the infinitesimal
group action.
On the other hand, g-act does always involve this particular group action (for all that Best Matching itself does).
A disadvantage is that the Lie derivative offers merely a local treatment, whereas fibre bundles can encode further
global information. The current Series makes very little nontrivial use of fibre bundle concepts, as in some spaces
that objects belong to may be identified as fibre bundles but specific global consequences of these being fibre bundles
are seldom considered.
4.4 Emergent Jacobi–Barbour–Bertotti time
TRi-Best Matching 3′) As a distinct application of TRi Best Matching 2) – the emergent time expression is now
temRi := t
em
g-free := E′g ∈g
∫ ||dgQ||M√
2W (Q)
. (35)
This is also known as Jacobi–Barbour–Bertotti emergent time, but our choice of suffices is a rather clearer reminder
of this being an emergent time that complies with Configurational Relationalism. Also note how the extremization
now takes an implicit form. I.e. in (35) a second functional – the emergent time – is subject to performing the
extremization of a first functional: the relational action SRi. This means that
E′g ∈g = |dg=dgBM(Q,dQ) ,
i.e. restriction to the Best-Matched value. Moreover, if one succeeds in carrying out Best Matching as e.g. per Sec
5.3, dg is replaced by an extremal expression in terms of Q and dQ alone. By this, both aspects of this complication
are washed away and one has an expression for temg-free paralleling that of the previous Section’s t
em, albeit now in
terms of the reduced q’s geometry.
5 Examples
5.1 Example 1) Euclidean RPM
Structure 1 In TRi form, the action for this is
S =
√
2
∫ √
E − V (ρA · ρE alone) ds , (36)
for
ds = ||dBρ|| , dB ρA := dρA − dB × ρA . (37)
Structure 2 The conjugate momenta are given by the momentum–change relation
pi =
√
2W dBρ
||dBρ|| . (38)
Structure 3 These obey as a primary constraint the quadratic constraint
E := 12 ||pi||2 + V (ρ) = E . (39)
Structure 4 Also free end point variation with respect to B gives as a secondary constraint the linear zero total
angular momentum constraint
L :=
∑
n
i=1ρ
A × piA = 0 . (40)
Structure 5 The Jacobi–Mach equations of motion are
√
2W dpi
||dBρ|| = −
∂V
∂ρ
. (41)
Structure 6 The emergent time here takes the form
temRi = E′B ∈Rot(d)
∫ ||dBρ||√
2W (ρ)
. (42)
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Structure 7 In terms of this, the momentum-change relation and equations of motion take the simplified forms
pi = I∗ρ , ∗pi = − ∂V
∂ρ
for (43)
∗ := ddtemRi := E
′
B ∈Rot(d)
√
2W d||dBρ|| . (44)
Remark 1 the 1- and 2-d cases are included within the 3-d form of the auxiliaries. There is no B for d = 1, and
but a scalar B for d = 2. All these cases are encoded by
ρA −B × ρA (45)
if one allows for
B = (0, 0, B) (46)
in 2-d and
B = 0 (47)
in 1-d (Exercise!).
Remark 2 Correspondingly, in 1-d there is no L constraint at all, while in 2-d L has just one component that is
nontrivially zero:
L =
∑
n
A=1{ρ
A1piA2 − ρA2piA1} = 0 . (48)
5.2 Example 2) similarity RPM
Structure 1 The geometrical action for this is
S =
√
2
∫ √
E − V (ratios of ρA · ρE alone)ds , (49)
for
ds2 = 1I ||dB,Cρ||
2 and dB,CρA := dρA − dB × ρA + dCρA . (50)
Structure 2 ds2 is also a ratio since
I = ||ρ||2 . (51)
Structure 3 The conjugate momenta are given by the momentum–change relation
piA =
√
2W
I
δAB dB,CρB . (52)
The quadratic energy constraint is
E := I2 ||pi||
2 + V = E . (53)
Structure 4 (40)’s L from variation with respect to B is now accompanied by the zero total dilational momentum
constraint
D :=
∑
n
A=1 ρ
A · piA = 0 (54)
as a secondary constraint from variation with respect to C.
The Jacobi–Mach equations of motion are rather similar to the previous section’s.
tem also parallels the previous section’s except that its extremization is now also over Dil of course.
Remark 2 L and D are entirely independent by a standard commutation the former acts on shape alone while the
latter trivializes the role of scale.
See Fig 1 for Best Matching for the Euclidean and similarity cases.
Let us end by noting that one can view ‘Newtonian Mechanics for island universe subsystems within RPM’ as a
relational route to Newtonian Mechanics.
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Figure 1: Two notions of matching shapes (keep the red one fixed and perform transformations on the yellow one so as to bring the
two into minimum incongruence).
a) Shuffling one triangle relative to the other, subjected to translational and rotational matching, as manifested by solid-object triangles.
b) The same, now including also dilational matching, as exhibited e.g. by the overhead projector image of a triangle drawn on one slide
being moved away from another such.
5.3 RPM examples of Best Matching solved
Solving Configurational Relationalism for an RPM renders its action g-free and the expression for its temg-free explicit.
As detailed in [39], this can be done in 1- or 2-d for any N and for 3 particles in 3-d, in each case with or without scale.
These need particular names as whole-universe models so as to not confuse them with N -body problems in their
usual subsystem context. We term these, respectively, N-stop metroland, N-a-gonland and triangleland. Triangleland
refers to 3 particles in 2-d, and quadrilateralland to 4 particles in 2-d. For Shape and Scale RPM,
Sred =
√
2
∫ √
Wdsred for dsred := dsBM = ||dQ||M(Q) , (55)
where the M(Q) are in-general-curved q metrics.
The above also arises by a T(q)-level classical reduction ([39] and Sec II.6 in outline) and is furthermore the basis for
Reduced Quantization (see Article IV). Upon having performed the above reduction, the RPM is in a form in which
the following absolute structures of the Newtonian and Galilean Paradigms are absent: not just t but also velocity
v and flat spatial metric δ. Indeed, the reduced configuration space metric is here a function of the configurations
themselves rather than involving any further extraneous background entities.
Remark 1 RPMs with Newtonian Gravitation potentials have not freed themselves from the non-dynamical con-
nection absolute structure of Newtonian Mechanics with Newtonian Gravitation potential [13].
5.4 Direct construction
Remark 1 The idea here is to construct a g-invariant formulation by working directly [39] on q˜ = q/g, here viewed
a priori as relational configuration space rather than as reduced configuration space. This eliminates the need for
any arbitrary g-frame variables, nor do any linear constraints arise, nor are such to be used as a basis for reduction
to pass to a new action. One’s action is instead now already directly g-invariant i.e. on q˜ by construction. The
diagnostic, and price to pay for this, is the ensuing more complicated form taken by the kinetic term or arc element.
Example 1 Direct construction is another procedure that is practically implementable for lower-d RPMs. It involves
case starting directly with the shape spaces that Kendall had determined [19, 30] in the pure-shape case, or the cones
thereover in the scaled case [39]. In each case, one is associating a mechanics to the geometry which then plays the
role of that mechanics’ configuration space, as per the methodology of Jacobi and Synge [4] (Sec I.4). The latter
‘relational configuration space formulation’ indeed provides a second foundation for RPMs [36, 39], distinct from that
in [16, 31]. Because the same formulation of the same mechanics arises both ways [39] – on relational configuration
space or by reduction – we subsequently refer to it as the r-formulation (denoted by an r subscript).
Both are analytically tractable in some cases, because e.g. some 1-d models and some 3-particle models for d > 1
have particularly simple configuration spaces, as per Sec II.6. In this way, temg-free is itself a t
em for a more directly
formulated q geometry.
Remark 2 These identifications of RPM configuration spaces with well-known geometries are useful by allowing for
very close to standard mathematical treatment at the classical and quantum levels. This mathematics is moreover
physically interpreted in a very different manner from the standard one [39]. This can be tied to a wider range of
still fairly standard mathematical methods so as to do Classical and Quantum Physics.
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Remark 3 Triangleland is the simplest model that can concurrently possess scale and nontrivial linear constraints.
On the other hand, quadrilateralland [42] is more geometrically typical for an N -a-gonland than triangleland (which
benefits from the CP1 = S2 coincidence). These models’ mathematical simpleness is a triumph, because one can
then carry out and check many Problem of Time calculations. [These would not make sense if done for atoms or
molecules, say, due to the absolutist underpinnings in these latter cases.] This is just what the study of the Problem
of Time needs (at least as regards the facets and strategies nontrivially manifested by RPMs).
Remark 4 The same geometrical structures arise from Sec 5.3’s Best Matching.
5.5 Hopf–Dragt coordinates
Structure 1 As regards the corresponding relationalspaces, 3-stop metroland’s is trivially R2; indeed N -stop
metroland’s is Rn. In each case it is entirely clear how to represent an n-sphere within Rn. The nA play the
role of Cartesian directions.
Structure 2 What plays this role for 2-d triangleland’s S2 within its relative space R4 takes more work. It turns
out that
R4 −→ S3 −→ S2 −→ R3 (56)
handles this, where the second step is the ‘Hopf map’, and the other two steps are, more obviously, taking the
unit-sphere preshape space and a coning. In this manner, the ‘Hopf–Dragt’ quantities [8, 20, 27] arise:
drax := sinΘ cosΦ = 2n1n2 , cosΦ = 2{n1 × n2}3 , (57)
dray := sinΘ sinΦ = 2n1n2 sinΦ = 2n1 · n2 , (58)
draz := cosΘ = n22 − n12 . (59)
These appear as ‘ubiquitous quantities’ [39] in studying the kinematics and the relational dynamics of triangle
configurations; we shall encounter them again in discussing observables for this model arena in Article VIII.
Structure 3 Using
ρi = ρni , (60)
these quantities are also available in scaled form; I denote these by Drai.
Remark 1 Geometrical interpretation of the Hopf–Dragt quantities is as follows.
i) drax is a quantifier of ‘anisoscelesness’ aniso: departure from the underlying clustering’s notion of isoscelesness,
c.f. anisotropy in Sec I.6. Specifically, aniso per unit base length in mass-weighted space is the l1 − l2 indicated in
Fig 2.a): the amount by which the perpendicular to the base fails to bisect it (which it would do were the triangle
isosceles).
ii) dray is a quantifier of noncollinearity; this is actually clustering-independent (alias ‘democracy invariant’ in
Molecular Physics [27]). This is furthermore equal to 4 × area (the area of the triangle per unit I in mass-weighted
space), which is lucid enough to use as notation for this quantity. In comparison, in the equal-mass case
( physical area ) = I
√
3
m area . (61)
iii) draz is an ellipticity, ellip: the difference of the two ‘normalized’ partial moments of inertia involved in the
clustering in question, i.e. that of the base and that of the median. This is clearly a function of pure ratio of relative
separations, in contrast to aniso being a function of pure relative angle.
Remark 2 On the one hand, Θ itself is also a ratio variable. Moreover, that ellip is cosΘ subsequently enters the
mathematical study of triangleland (as the Legendre variable [6]).
On the other hand, Φ is the relative angle ‘rightness variable’ right corresponding to each clustering. So, in contrast
with the pure-ratio variable draz = ellip, drax = aniso and dray = 4× area provide mixed ratio and relative angle
information.
The ratio information in both of these of these is a 2n1n2 =
√
1− ellip2 factor.
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Figure 2: a) sets up the definition of anisoscelesness quantifier.
b)-d) interpret the three ‘Hopf–Dragt’ axes in terms of the physical significance of their perpendicular planes.
The relative angle information is in the cosΦ and sinΦ factors.
Remark 3 See Fig 2.b) for depiction of Aniso, Ellip and Area as vectors in relational space, identifying which plane
therein each is perpendicular to and which shape space hemispheres this separates.
5.6 Outline of dynamical study of RPMs
Figure 3: This figure is to be interpreted using Sec II.6’s back-cloths and notation for configurations.
a) and b) are 3-stop metroland’s and triangleland’s free motion geodesics: round the loop and great circles respectively.
c) and d) are examples of potentials over shape space – indicated in red – as induced by harmonic oscillator potentials: 3-stop metroland’s
‘peanut’ and triangleland’s ‘apple’. Note that d) is rotated by pi/2 relative to b). The thick red lines denote some of the possible classical
motions within the resulting potential wells. The effective potentials in each case have an additional central skewer along the vertical
axis, in the manner of a centrifugal barrier. These are relevant when the total shape momentum is nonzero. See [39] for more details and
many more examples of potentials over – and dynamical trajectories along – shape spaces.
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Remark 1 Dynamical study of r-formulated RPMs proceeds as follows. Dilational momentum pρ is the momentum
conjugate to the scale variable ρ, whereas the momenta conjugate to the shape variables Sa are, schematicly, the
shape momenta pSa . For Metric Shape RPM in 1-d, q’s isometry group provides an SO(n) of conserved quantities
provided that the potential respects these. These are relative dilational momentum quantities. The 2-d triangleland
case has, under the same circumstances, an SU(2)’s worth of conserved quantities. These are a pure relative angular
momentum quantity (of the base relative to that of the median), and two mixtures of relative angular momentum
and relative dilational momentum [39]. [42] gives the corresponding relational interpretation of quadrilateralland’s
SU(3) octet of conserved quantities.
Remark 2 Fig 3 subsequently presents some cases of potentials and dynamical trajectories for RPM’s; these are
useful as precursors and classical limits for quantum solutions used in Part III. Free problem solutions are geodesics
of the shape spaces. The physical significance of S2’s geodesic great circles in the cases of a) 4-stop metroland and
b) triangleland. The SN−2 geodesics – corresponding to N -stop metroland free motions, and the CPN−1 geodesics –
corresponding to N -a-gonland free motions [42] – are also well-known. The interpretation of the configurations can
then just be read off the ‘back-cloth’, such as in Figs 3 and 4.
6 Examples of mass hierarchies and heavy–light (h-l) splits
We finally expand our action in a useful precursor of various semiclassical approximations.
Approximation 1 [classical parallel of the Born–Oppenheimer-type split (IV.18)]. This is commonly used in both
Classical and Quantum Cosmology [35] as a means of modelling small inhomogeneities in a universe approximately
modelled by a scalefactor and homogeneous matter terms.
One consideration entering ‘heavy–light splits’ is a mass ratio ml/mh = hl  1. This assumption is furthermore not
made alone; e.g. ‘sharply-peaked hierarchy’ conditions – that all the h’s have similar masses  all the similar masses
of the l’s – also enter at this stage:
max
i′, j′
|Mi′ −Mj′ |
Mi′
=: ∆M  1 ,
max
i′′, j′′
|mi′′ −mj′′ |
mi′′
=: ∆m  1 . (62)
mi′′
Mi′
=
mi′′−m
m m+m
Mi′−M
M M +M
∼ hl{1 +O(∆M, ∆m)} . (63)
This allows for only one h-l mass ratio to feature in subsequent approximations.
Example 1) To meet the cosmological application, this Sec’s particular h-l split is aligned with the scale–shape
split, whether of GR cosmology or of an RPM model arena of it.
Example 2) Planck mass mPl  minflaton is a corresponding ‘gravitational mass hierarchy’ which is sometimes used
to motivate such approximations.
Example 3) In GR Cosmology, the scalefactor of the Universe dominates over one or both of the anisotropic or
inhomogeneous modes. One could furthermore consider a two-step hierarchy which models both of these at once.
Remark 1 This classical treatment also begins to point to how some of the modelling assumptions made in the
quantum cosmological version are in fact questionable. For, these are qualitatively regime-dependent and so require
justification rather than just being ushered in unchallenged. This is a substantial insight since many such approxima-
tions look familiar due to having uses in other physical situations. And yet the applicability of such approximations
is regime-dependent and by no means guaranteed to carry over to the quantum cosmological regime for which they
have now been proposed. Let us next pass to considering examples of h–l splits.
Example 4) For Euclidean RPM, 1) the action is now
S =
√
2
∫ √
EUni − Vh − Vl − I
√
dh2 + h2||dl||M l2 , (64)
(with B’s hung on the dl’s in the indirectly formulated case) for
Vh = Vh(h alone) = Vρ(ρ) , Vl = Vl(la alone) = VS(Sa alone) ,
I = I(h, la alone) = IρS(ρ, Sa alone) . (65)
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2) The conjugate momenta are (with Γ = iI and a B hung on each ∗l in the uneliminated case)
Ph = ∗h , P lΓ = h2MΓΛ∗lΛ . (66)
3) The classical energy constraint is
E := 12P
2
h +
||P l||N l2
2h2 + Vh + Vl + I = EUni . (67)
4) In the unreduced case, this is accompanied by
Ll =
∑
nd−1
Γ = 1 l
Γ × P lΓ . (68)
5) The evolution equations are [in the same notation as eq (66)]
∗Ph = h||∗l||2M l − ∂{Vh + I}∂h , ∗P lΓ = h2||∗l||2Ml,Γ −
∂{Vl + I}
∂lΓ
. (69)
Here M l is the kinetic metric on L: the configuration space of the light degrees of freedom.
6) We can treat (67) in Lagrangian form as an equation for tem0 itself. In the current classical setting, this is coupled
to the l-equations of motion; moreover we need the h-equation to judge which terms to keep. For more than one h
degree of freedom, these have separate physical content. The system is in general composed of the E-equation, kh –
1 h-evolution equations and kl l-evolution equations.
7) The expression for the tem candidate is now (with the B’s and extremization thereover absent in the eliminated
case)
temRi = E′dB ∈Rot(d)
∫ √ dh2 + h2||dBl||M l2
2{EUni − Vh − Vl − I} . (70)
1.h) The h-approximation to the action (64) is4
S =
√
2
∫ √
{Eh − Vh}dh . (71)
2.h) The conjugate momenta are then Ph = ∗hh, the quadratic energy constraint is
Eh := 12 P
h 2 + Vh = Eh . (72)
3.h) As usual, the quadratic constraint can be taken as an equation for tem via the momentum–velocity relation.
The approximate emergent time candidate is
tem-0 := temh :=
∫ dh0√
2{Eh − Vh0}
, (73)
which is of the general form
temh = F [h,dh] . (74)
0 here indicates zeroth order in l, i.e. the h-approximation.
4.h) For this split and to this level of approximation, there is no g-correction to carry out. This is because the
rotations act solely on the shapes and not on the scale. In other words Configurational Relationalism is trivial here.
5.h) The evolution equations are
∗hPh = − ∂Vh
∂h
. (75)
This assumes that (using the subscript j to denote ‘judging’)
(ratio of force terms) , Fj :=
∂I
∂h
∂Vh
∂h
=
∂I
∂S
∂VS
∂S
,
4Eh is only approximately equal to EUni since the h and l subsystems can exchange energy. ∗h := ∂/∂tem(JBB)h . Finally, 0 and 1
subscripts denote zeroth and first-order approximations.
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is of magnitude sds−1j  1 , (76)
(ratio of geometrical terms) , Gj := h
||dl||2M
d2h
= ρ ||dS||
2
M
d2ρ
,
is of magnitude sds−2j  1 . (77)
The Author originally considered a ‘scale dominates shape’ approximation [39] at the level of the action, which is
most clearly formulated as
F := I
Wh
= I
Wρ
, is of magnitude sds−1  1 , (78)
G :=
||dBl||M
d lnh =
||dBS||M
d ln ρ , is of magnitude sds−2  1 . (79)
Each pair – i.e. 1, 1j, and 2, 2j – are dimensionally the same but differ in further detail. However, further consideration
reveals that this assumption is better justified if judged at the level of the equations of motion and thus of forces.
Remark 1 Whenever disagreement with experiment arises, going back to the previous Machian emergent time
formulation should be perceived as a possible option. Early 20th century ‘anomalous lunar motions’ are an archetype
for this [3].
Remark 2 Moreover, pure-h expressions of the general form (74) are unsatisfactory from a Machian perspective
since they do not give l-change an opportunity to contribute. This deficiency is to be resolved by treating them as
zeroth-order approximations in an expansion involving the l-physics as well. Expanding (70) in l, one obtains
temg-free 1 = t
em
0 + 12√2
∫
dρ
W
1/2
ρ
{
IρS
Wρ
+
{
dS
2 d ln ρ
}2}
+O
({
IρS
Wρ
}2
+
{
dS
d ln ρ
}4)
, (80)
i.e. an expression of the form (compare 74)
temg-free 1 = F [h, l, dh,dl] . (81)
More specifically, which moreover includes both an l-change term and an interaction term.
Remark 3 For comparison with the Semiclassical Approach, take note of classical adiabatic terms, which are related
to the order of magnitude estimate
Ad :=
ωh
ωl
= tl
th
, (82)
for ωh and ωl ‘characteristic frequencies’ of the h and l subsystems respectively.
Example 2) One h–l split in GR is scalefactor of th universe to other degrees of freedom. Here
hab =: a2uab , (83)
so
{d−£dF}{a2uab} = a2
{
da
a
uab + duab −Du(adFb) + 0
}
= a2{d−£dF}uab , (84)
where the 0 arises from the constancy in space of the scalefactor-as-conformal-factor killing off the extra conformal
connection. Dua here is the covariant derivative associated with the scale-free metric uab.] By this observation, scale–
shape split approximate tem – and its approximate semiclassical counterpart which coincides with it – avoids the
Best Matching Problem.
In the present article’s finite context, we can furthermore strike out the dF terms, corresponding to taking the
minisuperspace subcase of GR.
We next consider a classical Cosmology analogue of the astronomers’ ephemeris time procedure; in Part III we
extend this to Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology as well. Suppose that an accurate enough time has been found for
one’s purposes. One can then consider an analysis in terms of (Q,P ) as regards which features within that Universe
contribute relevant change to the timestandard. This is very much expected to cover all uses of quantum perturbation
theory that apply to modelling laboratory experiments. Fairly large-scale features of the Universe are expected to
contribute a small amount here, in addition to the zeroth-order expansion of the Universe and homogeneous matter
mode contributions. There is a limit on such ephemeris time schemes, due to their iterations being at the level of
form-fitting rather than a perturbative expansion of the equations of motion themselves.
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Let us point to minisuperspace models of anisotropy as one case of particular interest. For instance, diagonal Bianchi
Class A models give rise to the following types of ‘scale dominates anisotropic shape’ correction terms:
Vβ
VΩ
=: sds−1 << 1 (85)
(alongside a derivative version), and
dsβ
dΩ =: sds−2 << 1 . (86)
For Bianchi IX and VII0, these are both O(anisotropy)2, whereas for Bianchi II, VI0 and VIII the latter retains a
O(anisotropy) piece. [For Bianchi I, there is no anisotropy potential, so the second type of correction term drops out
altogether; see e.g.[34] for the Bianchi classification.] These in turn induce as anisotropic ephemeris time corrections
to cosmic time:
tem1 = tcosmic +O(anisotropy1 or 2) . (87)
See Article XI for more details of perturbative h–l schemes, and Article XI for how pertubative treatment of inho-
mogeneity quite closely parallels the above treatment of anisotropy.
6.1 Problems with classical precursors of assumptions commonly made in Semiclas-
sical Quantum Cosmology
Classical Problem 1) Consider e.g. Newtonian Gravity or RPMs that model dust-filled GR cosmology. The
corresponding regions of binary collision, B, the potential has infinite abysses and peaks (Fig 4’s B lines are a simple
example). ‘Scale dominates shape’ approximations are thus certainly not valid near there, so some assumptions behind
the Semiclassical Approach fail in the region around these lines. So for negative powers of relative separations, the
heavy approximation only makes sense in certain wedges of angle. There is also the possibility that Dynamics set
up to originally run in such regions falls out from them. These considerations point to a stability analysis being
required to determine whether semiclassicality is representative. I.e. there is a tension between the procedure used
in Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology and the futility of trying to approximate a 3-body problem by a 2-body one
[39].
Figure 4: Contours on configuration space for single and triple negative power potentials (the 1-d 3-particle case for simplicity). These
have abysses along the corresponding binary collision lines B, to there being high ground in between these. (This is for negative-power
coefficients such as for the attractive Newtonian Gravity potential.) M are merger configurations: the third particle is at the centre of
mass of the other two.
Classical Problem 2) Conventional treatments so far of Semiclassical Quantum Cosmology (Sec IV.3) decouple
the h and l subsystems, which eases analytic solvability. This is partly attained through neglect of the Tl term.
However, the Classical Dynamics version of this (scale–shape split 1- or 2-d RPM version) involves throwing away
the central term. I.e. the mathematical equivalent of neglecting the centrifugal barrier in the study of planetary
motion. This causes unacceptable quantitative and qualitative errors (linear motion versus periodic motion along an
ellipse). Furthermore, this qualitative difference indeed carries over to the RPM counterpart [39].
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